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Abstract 
In order to improve the resolution of single-image, a new super-resolution reconstruction method is proposed 
using sparse representation via enhanced regularized-orthogonal-matching-pursuit. The core task of the SR 
problem is to solve the basis representation of image patches with respect to corresponding over-complete 
dictionary. Since the guarantee and the speed of a coding algorithm are very important in both dictionary learning 
and signal decomposition, we present a rapid sparse representation algorithm. Moreover, only low resolution 
dictionary is learned from image examples for reducing time consumption of dictionary learning. And the 
correspondence of high resolution is obtained under the numerical calculation. Experimental results show that the 
proposed method can effectively improve image resolution. The peak signal to noise ratio and structural similarity 
are gained 2.1 dB and 0.09 respectively, compared with Bicubic interpolation widely used. 
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1. Introduction 
Image super-resolution (SR) reconstruction is referred to signal processing approach that we 
obtain a high resolution (HR) image from the input low resolution (LR) image(s), which can provide 
high quality data thereby enhancing the performance of image application [1]. Over the last several 
years, how to suppress image degradation has emerged as a very active research topic, while still stays 
as one of most challenging tasks. This paper focuses on single-frame super-resolution. Among the 
methods, the most promising leaning-based technique achieves single image SR via machine learning 
theory to identify the image prior [2-5].  
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The essence of learning-based method is based on a fine combination of patches chosen from the 
pre-defined patch database. To determine the exact patch, complete database is required firstly, that is 
to say it contains a wealth of image prototypes in different directions. And then we can choose 
elements from patches and make a linear combination of them. Specific ‘face hallucination’ image 
reconstruction [2], examples-based learning Markov model [3], weighting K-means based on LLE 
manifold learning [4], and many other approaches concerned, they achieved well resolution-
enhancement. However images reconstructed by traditional learning-based methods often have some 
local inauthentic details. For the approximation ability, the theoretical studies have shown that the base 
called over-complete dictionary is much sparser [6]. And the result is that it can strongly capture the 
internal structure of the natural signals. In [7] authors proposed pioneering SR idea based on sparse 
image representation, which is the basis for compressive sensing framework [8]. It, firstly, constructs 
an over-complete dictionary pair by coupled learning, and then LR sparse representation with respect 
to (w.r.t.) its dictionary is to synthesize HR information. And yet the algorithm is very time-consuming 
(even several hours) and has huge memory demands. In addition there are some visible artefacts along 
the edges. Soon afterward, [9] made a remarkable improvement on quality and speed of SR according 
to preceding work by applying fast the K-SVD algorithm and OMP sparse representation process [10]. 
However, due to the low precision of OMP, the ultimate image actually still can be improved. 
Inspired by the framework [9] and favorable effects of sparse representation prior in image de-noise 
or the other inverse problems, we proposes an enhanced regularized orthogonal matching pursuit 
(EROMP) sparse coding algorithm to improve learning-based SR. We, firstly, describe the SR problem 
model based on geometric-invariant of patches over diverse resolution. And then the principle of 
EROMP is formulated in details. Experimental results of objective and subjective SR demonstrate that 
the strategy can effectively improve image resolution. The last is the conclusion.  
 
2. Image SR problem formulation 
Because of inherent physical limitation of imaging equipments, the procedure can be 
mathematically modelled as xl = SHyh + v, where xl   and yh is the original HR image and the observed 
LR image respectively. And H represents a blurring operator, S is down sampling matrix, and v  
denotes additive Gaussian noise. By analyzing, the main difference between xl and yh is that the high 
frequency (HF) information of LR image is missed. And, image SR process is used to produce HF 
components based on the LR image and its prior estimation. However, the correlation between two 
types of resolution is that the local geometric structures of them are similar or even same to the each 
other. In terms of signal harmonic analysis, more specifically, the coefficients of these image patches 
over dictionary are identical, or even saying that co-occurrence prior between these LR and HR 
patches is existed among matching dictionary pair [7].  
?
                 
        (a) Image interpolation                                                  (b) Resolution enhancement 
Fig. 1. Image super-resolution model based on sparse representation 
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Can we utilize aforementioned difference and connection to implement SR of the LR image? Fig. 1 
demonstrates the schematic diagram of SR process based on sparse representation. Firstly, the LR 
image given is scaled up to the size of SR requirement, i.e. yl=Qxl, here Q is interpolation operator 
(e.g. Bicubic), as shown in Fig.1 (a). After that, sparse representation α of LR patch pl w.r.t. the LR 
dictionary Dl is solved. Actually, this procedure is just image analysis. Then, corresponding HR patch 
ph is jointly computed by means of Dh and α, just as Fig.1 (b), being image synthesis. Consequently, 
the heart of image SR task is how effectively to find sparse representation of the input LR image. 
 
3. SR using enhanced sparse representation 
According to the above SR model, the optimization of sparse representation under over-complete 
dictionary is very important. In signal process context, sparse decomposition or sparse coding is the 
same with sparse representation, which searches a few atoms from the set and then optimizes weights 
of the linear combination, thus precisely approximating the original signal. 
3.1. Sparse approximate model 
Suppose a dictionary  with  atoms of  dimension. If signal yNj j=1{d }=D N n  n can be accurately 
represented with respect to dictionary, that is y ≈ Dx, it is known as sparse representation or 
approximation of  w.r.t. . The mathematics model of the above process is [6]: x D
min||x||0           s.t.       y = Dx                                                                (1) 
Here, ||·||0 is L0-norm indicating non-zero items of vector. While for a over-complete dictionary, the 
direct solving for the task is an non-deterministic polynomial (NP) hard problem [8].To address this 
challenge, researchers have come up with suboptimum solution. As a whole, there are two categories 
of algorithms. One is local optimal matching pursuit (MP) algorithms [11], and the other is convex 
relaxation optimization families based on L1-norm [8, 12]. 
3.2. Enhanced ROMP algorithm 
Orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) algorithm is usual applied in solving for signal compression 
[13], and is regarded as approximate sparse solution to the above problem (1). Its formulation is: 
2
2x argmin || x || . . || x || Ki i s ty D 0i .                                              (2) 
In fact OMP obtains proximate solver by greedy local optimum. To be specific, in the each iteration of 
OMP, the certain atoms are chosen during former residual projection to the matrix . Once these 
atoms are certified, orthogonal inner product is done between the selected atoms and residuals of 
original signal, iteratively until satisfying the termination condition. Nonetheless, only one atom is 
employed in every local optimization. It is obvious that the solution is disadvantageous to guarantee. 
For this purpose, [14] proposed regularized OMP (ROMP) approach to access more atoms. In nature, 
the sparsity value is a tendency measurement for sparse representation. In ROMP result, only when the 
subsequent values of all projections are bigger half than the first one, the corresponding atoms are just 
chosen. Empirical evidence, however, demonstrates that this rule is not as good as other fashions. This 
paper proposes an improved ROMP sparse representation method, and the scheme is following: 
D
1) Input: dictionary , signal , sparsity threshold ; n ND  nx  K
2) Output: sparse representation α  satisfied with x ; Dα
3) Initialize: Indexes , residuals  and results ; [ ]=I =r x =α 0
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|
j
4) Iteratively calculate until length(I)<2.5×K and : r 0
a) Project D  onto , then extract first K  maximum entries of , denote them as 
 and its corresponding indexes as J ; 
r
K
}J
T|u D r
1
...,J1, K,V { ,K u u
b) In view of , take indexes  with largest energy of selected values; V ( ) 2 V ( ) ,K Ki j i J 0J
c) Combine and draw out duplicate indexes I = [I  J0], and solve = †Iy D x ; 
d) Compute new residuals r = x - DIy. 
5) Sparse representation result is α=y. 
3.3. Image SR via sparse representation 
Firstly, we interpolate the given LR image to obtain low frequency (LF) information as the 
intermediate SR image. And then features of LF are extracted, thus sparsely represented using EROMP 
algorithm. Thus, the missed high frequency (HF) information is calculated by the representations. 
Finally, LF and HF components are fused to ultimate the SR image. 
 
4. Experimental results 
To assess the merit of the method, we compare some other closely related algorithms. In dictionary 
training, only Lena image is used for lowering time-consumption. The size of patch is 5  for LR 
image, and with overlap of 3 pixels adjacent image patches. For degradation, blur is 9  Gaussian 
with σ2=1. The size of low- and high-dictionary is 256. To evaluate the quality of resolved images, 
besides classical Power Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), we also adopt structural similarity (SSIM) [15]: 
5
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                                                   (3) 
where r and f is reconstructed and original image respectively, μ is mean, σ is variance and covariance, 
c1 and c2 is small constant. The bigger its value is (up to 1.0), the better performance of process is. 
Fig. 2 shows the results concerned SR methods: Bicubic interpolation, neighbourhood embedding 
(NESR) [4], and L1-based super-resolution (L1SR) [7]. At the same time, for visually identifying 
details of images, the close-up of nose is displayed on the top-left corner. Speckles of the proposed 
EROMP are more distinct than other methods. The PSNR and SSIM of the proposed have improved a 
few order magnitudes. 
      
(a)                       (b)                      (c)                       (d)                       (e)                      (f) 
Fig. 2. Results of head image enlarged by 2 and the corresponding PSNRs and SSIMs. (a) LR input image; (b) Bicubic 
interpolation (32.3582 dB, 0.7883); (c) NESR [4] (31.6834 dB, 0.7497); (d) L1SR [7] (32.6887 dB, 0.7958); (e) the proposed 
(33.8433 dB, 0.8379); (f) original. 
We carry out four resolution enhancement for real image SR in fig. 3. The picture is cut from the 
airplane image tail. The result from Bicubic interpolation has many blur on the number ‘01568’. NESR 
produces sharp edges in ‘F-16’, but capital letters on top of the image are blurred. The L1SR technique 
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generates decent output, while adding many annoying artefacts along the image edges. The proposed 
effectively overcomes these disadvantages of the aforementioned. 
    
(a)                                  (b)                                 (c)                                 (d) 
Fig. 3. Results of airplane image part enlarged by 3. (a) Bicubic interpolation; (b) NESR [4]; (c) L1SR [7]; (d) the proposed. 
 
5. Conclusion 
In this study, we proposed a new super-resolution reconstruction system based on an enhanced 
sparse representation algorithm. In training phase, only LR dictionary is learned from image patches, 
and high resolution one is obtained via the numerical calculation by LR sparse representation. The 
enhanced ROMP is applied both in the learning and reconstructing process. And the results have 
shown the effectiveness of the approach to types of super-resolution. However, during building 
dictionary, the blur operator must precisely model, and then system identification is inevitable. 
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